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WINFINITY (WFN) 
No rugs. No ceiling. WINFINITE rewards. 

 
Automatic 3% Distribution to Holders, Liquidity Added, and Prize Pool Boosted with Every 

Transaction 
 

Abstract: Rug pulls suck. We know. Each of our team members have been a part of 
passionate crypto communities that have been sabotaged by malicious developers and 
deceitful team leaders. WINFINITY is designed to reward its holders and inhibit manipulative 
trading through top-notch tokenomics and opportunities for holders of all sizes to win an array 
of prizes. Our protocol incorporates static rewards, also known as reflection, with static 
distribution to a marketing wallet. Upon every transaction, each holder is rewarded 
WINFINTY tokens and the marketing wallet is replenished for random airdrops and attractive 
weekly prizes. WINFINITY is developed and lead by a DeFi QUEEN who is dedicated to the 
community’s safety and success.  
 

WINFINITY (WNF) Tokenomics: Gas fees can be high and discourage 
buyers from purchasing tokens. Our team has decided to launch WINFINITY on the Binance 
Smart Chain (BSC) and lock liquidity on PancakeSwap to help avoid nasty gas fees on the 
Ethereum network. WINFINITY can be purchased with Binance Coin (BNB), the native token 
of BSC. Lower fees and liquidity locked in a trusted exchange will lower the barrier for entry 
and assure that developers are revoking permission to the initial funds that are raised by the 
project. Liquidity funds will be raised with a presale in which buyers are allowed to purchase a 
maximum of 1 BNB worth of WFN tokens. The sale will end when 30 BNB worth of WFN. 
This ensures a broadly distributed base of holders and liquidity locked upon launch.  
 

1 Quadrillion Token Initial Supply 
30% Initial Burn1  

15% Initial Allocation to Marketing Wallet 
 
The WINFINITY protocol incentivizes holding by offering static rewards and allocating funds 
to a marketing wallet used for airdrops and weekly giveaways. Each transaction incurs a 10% 
fee which is distributed in three ways: 3% of this fee will be distributed to holders. 3% will be 
locked into liquidity, which helps raise the price floor. 4% goes to the prize fund. The bigger 
the transaction, the bigger the reward distribution.  
 

 
1 Compared to other token projects, 30% may seem low. A lower percentage of tokens burned allows the team to 
have more tokens available to provide liquidity for exchanges that WINFINITY intends to be listen on as it becomes 
more established.  
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Prizes: Our tokenomics are set up to distribute the highest percentage of transaction fees 
to highest tiers of coin holders. Each of these tiers – Millionaires (mWFN), Billionaires 
(bWFN), and Trillionaires (tWFN) – is also eligible for higher airdrop rewards. Holders will be 
chosen at random on a weekly basis.  
 

Airdrop Sizes First Round Prizes 

 100,000  WFN à Millionaire  
                                    Holders 
 
1,000,000  WFN à Billionaire 
                                      Holders 
 
1,000,000,000  WFN à Trillionaire  
                                               Holders 
 
 

Week 1 à Xbox or Ps5 
 
Week 2 à $1,000 
 
Week 3 à $2,500 
 
Week 4 à $5,000 

 

NFT Market: Upon the launch of the WINFINITY website, we will be launching our 
wiNFT marketplace. Initially, our beta version will launch in which only in-house created 
NTFs will be for sale. In phase two, artists will be able to list and sell their NFT’s through 
WINFINITY and X% of each sale will be allocated to the marketing wallet.  
 

Roadmap: 
Q1 ‘21 - Whitepaper 

- Branding  
- Website Launch 
- Social Media Strategy 

Q2 ‘21 - CMC/CoinGecko/Coinhunt List 
- Tech Rate Audit 
- Exchanges 
- wiNFT Market  
- PancakeSwap 
- Dx Sale 

Q3 ‘21 - Real Estate in Decentraland and 
Sandbox 

- wiNFT Market Open to Private 
Sellers 
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- List on Major Exchange(s) 

Q4 ‘21 - WINFINITY Wallet 
- Live wiNTF Auctions 
- Collaborations 
- WINFINITY Swap 

 
Team Addresses: 
The following percentages of tokens are distributed to the following team member addresses: 
Developer: .75% 0x3bF07E92CABc895Ba3c92517304D76f9442eB3bF 
Project Manager: .75% 0x6f2424be2eDf8137569331E9d20f5bE91A606f13 
Web Developer: .75% 0x8b8C9b10571681FccF3A0d5176fa5458bC7022E5 
Research Lead: .5% 0x9584E7C2B5A45f59b61dEC1dE8961f1e59f3dCc2 
Graphic Designer: .5% 0xb12b20Ae6fAb34f43d2b6D5A8e6c3e4cFbFB7C74 
Media Manager: .7% 0xBeb7d33039506Da8675E95C89056C6655201B827 
Marketing Lead: .25% 0x96F7709bCEE228dF5d1287C51FdC654886Eb74A3 
 
Marketing Wallet:  0x7ecf7fc40dcfd8075f8fd3dd0b0b47b6904ca970 
 

DYOR: 
There’s no hiding anything on the blockchain. You are more than welcome to assess for 
yourself the legitimacy of this project based on the transaction on the public ledger. Check 
out this webpage for a crash-course on how to spot and avoid rug pulls. The WINfinity team 
encourages knowledgeable buyers who understand the risks and intricacies of trading 
cryptographic tokens, including how to safely transact and store tokens. As with most 
cryptographic tokens, WINfinity is liable to experience extreme fluctuations in price over a 
short period of time. By purchasing WINfinity tokens, users expressly acknowledge and 
represent that they fully understand that the token may experience volatility in pricing and will 
not seek to hold the issuer liable for any losses or any special, incidental, or consequential 
damages arising from, or in any way connected to, the purchase of WINfinity token.  

 
Liability Disclaimer 
 
Purchasing WINFINITY token entails a number of risks concerning its valuation, safekeeping 
and continuous access to technical infrastructure (access to Internet, online exchange 
account, etc.). Users expressly acknowledge and represent that they fully understand that the 
token may experience volatility in pricing, liquidity, technical access, data breaches and will 
not seek to hold the issuer liable for any losses or any special, incidental, or consequential 
damages arising from, or in any way connected to, the purchase of WINFINITY token. As 
such the issuer will not be held liable for any damages that may arise from any lawful actions 
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it undertakes. The lawful actions will be determined based on the legislation in force of the 
jurisdiction of the issuers corporate registration. 
 
Taxation Disclaimer 
 
When purchasing the WINfinity token users acknowledges that they fully understand that 
they are solely responsible for any tax reporting and payment, levies or similar dues to tax 
authorities of their respective jurisdiction. Users will not seek to hold the issuer liable for any 
losses or any special, incidental, or consequential damages arising from, or in any way 
connected to, the purchase of WINfinity token as far as taxation issues are concerned. 
 
Users acknowledge that they fully understand that the details of their dealings, accounts and 
trading history information may be shared by the with the tax and law enforcement authorities 
that request them via legal and legitimate means in connection to a criminal activity. · 
Disclaimer on costs of money transfer All costs of money, currencies, crypto assets or others 
transfers of value are payable by the user. 
 
 

Links and Resources 
 

Contract: 0x8b8C9b10571681FccF3A0d5176fa5458bC7022E5 
 
 

Liquidity Locked: 
https://bscscan.com/token/0x8b8c9b10571681fccf3a0d5176fa5458bc7022e5#balances 

 
 

BSC Scan: 
https://bscscan.com/token/0x8b8C9b10571681FccF3A0d5176fa5458bC7022E5 

 
 

PancakeSwap: 
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x8b8c9b10571681fccf3a

0d5176fa5458bc7022e5 
 
 

Website: https://www.officialwinfinity.com/ 
 
 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/winfinity_token 
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Telegram: https://t.me/winfintyofficial 
 
 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/official.winfinity/ 
 
 

Poocoin Token Tracker: 
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x8b8c9b10571681fccf3a0d5176fa5458bc7022e5 

 
 

Discord: https://discord.com/invite/EVYmbWdXVv 
 
 
 


